
  

ExploreGeo Technical Note 7

Iterative Gridding of 
Irregularly Spaced Data



  

Explanation – Pt 1

Single-step gridding routines work well when applied to regularly 
spaced datasets, such as bi-directional spline gridding for 
magnetic data, or minimum curvature gridding for radiometric 
data. This single-step approach often does a poor job with 
irregularly spaced data such as gravity data because widely 
spaced stations produce artefacts due to excessive interpolation. 
Although other gridding techniques, such as kriging can reduce 
these artefacts, in practice their results often sub-optimal.

The next slide shows examples of a gravity dataset gridded with a 
minimum curvature algorithm in a single step, and then gridded 
iteratively. The dataset contains station spacings varying from 
100m to 2km in five spacing population clusters.



  

Explanation – Pt 2

Single-step minimum curvature gravity grid and first vertical derivative.

Iterative gridding gravity grid and first vertical derivative.



  

Explanation – Pt 3

Many iterative gridding methods have been devised but this 
technical note will outline two methods used by ExploreGeo. The 
first is called The Exclusion Method, and the second is called The 
Insert Method.

Each method has its pros and cons, but ultimately the one to use 
depends on the nature of the dataset. In particular the Exclusion 
Method performs better for datasets containing close spaced 
stations on isolated or wide spaced lines. 

The following explanations assume that a database of Bouguer 
anomaly values have been calculated,  terrain corrected if 
necessary and the appropriate density has been decided on.

All screenshots are taken from the ExploreGeo software DBaseO 
and GSGrid, or Golden Software's Surfer 13.



  

The Exclusion Method

For simplicity, create a database that contains only three fields; east, 
north, Bouguer gravity. Call this database “real_data.bdb”.



  

The Exclusion Method

Use this database to create a station posting to view in Surfer.

This can be used to see the extent of the various station spacings 
and to measure the distance between them so that gridding 
parameters can be calculated.

This particular dataset contains station spacings ranging from 
100m to 2km.



  

The Exclusion Method

Use minimum curvature gridding from DbaseO to create a series of 
grids roughly doubling in size each step from half the closest station 
spacing to about half the coarsest station spacing. The search radius 
and required number of valid points should be set so that as a 
minimum two stations within a search radius of at most twice the grid 
cell size are required to produce a valid non-null grid cell with the 
remainder of the grid being null.



  

The Exclusion Method

50m grid covering the 100m surveys to the west and road traverses to the east.

Note that full coverage is achieved over the two surveys to the west, 
and only the traverses have been gridded, with no non-nulls where 
stations do not exist.



  

The Exclusion Method

Now a 100m grid will be created. The key point to note is that this 
grid must cover all of the stations covered by the previous grid.  

100m grid covering all of the stations gridded in the previous grid.

Due to the larger search radius used, this grid now interpolates 
further than the previous 50m grid 



  

The Exclusion Method

This process is continued until a grid with no nulls is created. In this 
example, the 1000m grid was the first to have no nulls.    

1000m grid showing full coverage of the dataset.

The grids that were created to reach this stage were 50m, 100m, 
250m, 500m, and 1000m.  The increment between grid cell sizes 
should be as small as possible but greater that or equal to 2 times in 
order to allow the interpolation to perform optimally.



  

The Exclusion Method

The five grids generated are shown here

1000m grid

250m grid 500m grid

50m grid 100m grid



  

The Exclusion Method

Starting with the largest cell-sized grid smoothly interpolate it to the 
next largest cell-sized grid. In this example we would interpolate the 
1000m grid to 500m (1000m_500ms.grd).

A reverse mask is then calculated. This operation creates a grid in 
which a grid is nulled by the non-nulls of a second grid. 

Grid 1: 1000m_500ms.grd 
Grid 2: 500m.grd
Output grid: revmask_500m.grd

revmask_500m.grd



  

The Exclusion Method

revmask_500m.grd is then exported to a database of the same 
name.



  

The Exclusion Method

Using DbaseO digitise revmask_500m.grd gravity values into field 4 
of real_data.bdb so that any station in the database lying in a non-
null grid cell is assigned a value.



  

The Exclusion Method

Use DbaseO to create a subset of this database on the condition that 
the values in field 4 are null (realdata_mask500m.bdb).  This subset 
will contain only points not used to create revmask_500.grd.

Append realdata_mask500m.bdb and revmask_500m.bdb to create 
gridding_500.bdb. This database includes the observed data, 
excluding any data points which only contribute to the 1000m grid 
plus dummy data points in a grid elsewhere. 



  

The Exclusion Method

Use gridding_500m.bdb to create 500m_it.grd.

500m_it.grd

Create a first vertical derivative of this grid for QC purposes. Any 
stations that have been gridded incorrectly can be seen more clearly 
in a 1VD grid. 

500m_it_1vd.grd



  

The Exclusion Method

Repeat the process by smoothly interpolating the iterative grid to the 
next largest cell-sized grid (500m_it_250ms.grd) and create 
revmask_250m.grd by using the reverse mask operation.

Grid 1: 500m_250ms.grd 
Grid 2: 250m.grd
Output grid: revmask_250m.grd

revmask_250m.grd

Using Gsgrid export this grid to a database (revmask_250m.bdb) and 
DbaseO to load real_data.bdb with points used in revmask_250.grd 
so that realdata_mask250m.bdb can be created and appended to 
revmask_250m.bdb



  

The Exclusion Method

Repeat the aforementioned process until the 50m iterative grid has 
been created.

50m_it.grd

50m_it_1vd.grd



  

The Insert Method

The Insert Method is used on less complicated datasets and is much 
quicker as it involves fewer steps.

Gridding of the individual station spacings is done in the same way 
as in the Exclusion Method. The largest cell-sized grid is then 
smoothly interpolated down to the next largest cell-sized grid (eg. 
1000m.grd is interpolated to 500m to create 1000m_500ms.grd).

The original 500m grid (500m.grd) is then inserted onto the 
interpolated grid (1000m_500ms.grd) to create 500m_it.grd.

This iterative grid is interpolated to the next largest cell-sized grid 
(250m in this example) and the process continues until the smallest 
cell-sized grid has been inserted onto the previous iterative grid.

This method is more prone to gridding artefacts in areas where data 
are acquired on relatively close stations but wide lines spacing such 
as road traverses.
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